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Abstract: This study aims to resolve the problem of not being able to directly examine forests or each individual tree of a forest. In order to get the specific information on actual trees. Such as their locations, heights and the number of trees. We used an aerial photograph that is 4096x4096 pixels. And process the DSM/DEM data with a raw 16 bit-‘unsigned short’ data value. Through the collected information, we might model trees and a forest.

1 INTRODUCTION

Tree modeling refers to acquiring important information on trees such as location, height, width and the number of trees. LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) is a space information acquiring technology where many laser pulses (70 KHz) are shot from a plane and the reflected laser pulses are used to acquire high definition height information of the surface to create an accurate model of the laser. It is a new measurement technology that can be used to acquire high quality 3D digital data. Tree modeling with LiDAR data will increase efficiency when designing golf courses with lots of trees. This study introduces a solution to not being able to directly examine or explore forests and each individual trees by using an 4096X4096 aerial photograph and processed DSM/DEM data with a raw 16 bit-‘unsigned short’ data value a tree modeling method.

2 PREVIOUS STUDIES

Tree modeling has previously been studied in a variety of different ways in the field of remote sensing. First, there was the study where a sectional maximum filter was applied to a certain band and the satellite image resolution value was used to predict the central point of trees. There was also the study where an aerial photograph and LiDAR data were converged and a division method was used to estimate the height of each tree. Although both these methods provided adequate solutions, they failed to provide a way to isolate and explore individual trees within the data collected.

3 METHOD AND RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the process for tree modeling used in this study. Previously, three parameters were produced for modeling purposes location, height and the number of trees. We expect to be able to enhance the existing modeling techniques to be able to differentiate the kinds of trees such as broadleaf or needle leaf trees. Our method consists of 4 major stages; First, extraction of areas where there are predicted to be trees; second, calculation of eigenvalue; third, elimination of errors in division; fourth, division of basin.

![Figure 1: Tree modelling process.](image-url)
The tree modeling uses DSM input data that consists of a raw data value that is a 16 bit – ‘unsigned short’ value. The entered DSM data is used to establish an image pyramid, as shown in Figure 2.

If an image pyramid as shown above is used, areas where trees are expected to be found can be sought out in advance from a smaller image. Then, when the smaller image is used on a higher level, areas that have already been processed will not go through the process of finding areas with trees. This process will result in increased processing speeds and enhanced image data.

Areas expected to have trees are found using a DoG (Difference of Gaussian) filter with curve characteristics as shown in Figure 3. From the image that goes through DoG filtering we then looks for a sectional maximum value or minimum value. The image is a 16 bit height map, so exceptionally higher or lower values than the surrounding areas are extracted for areas with trees.

The top left block of Figure 4 shows part of a color aerial image, and the top right is the DSM data with a 16 bit height value that will be used for tree modeling. The DSM data is used to calculate a normal vector and create a visual presentation, and the screen shot shown on the bottom left block is gained. If a DoG filter is applied to the DSM data, an image as shown on the bottom right appears. The bright area in the center is the sectional minimum value at [-65535, 0], and can be evaluated as the location of trees. In addition, a simplified box filter as shown in Figure 5 can be used instead of a Gaussian filter for increased speed.

The location of trees is predicted by using the sectional maximum or minimum values of an image after it has gone through the DoG or DoB filters, so creating a visual presentation of the predictions leads to the image shown below in Figure 6.
4 CONCLUSIONS

An aerial photograph 4096x4096 in size and processed DSM/DEM data with raw data value that is a 16 bit-'unsigned short' value were used in this study for tree modeling. This study used a 4096X4096 photo, processed DSM/DEM data, and a raw 16 bit-'unsigned short' data value to create the tree model. The process involves extracting areas expected to have trees, and applying a basin division algorithm to extract results for tree modeling, but stopped before identifying the type of tree. The proposed process is largely divided into 4 steps: extraction of areas expected to have trees, eigenvalue calculation, elimination of errors in division, and division of basin. The information on trees gained through this process is used to output Figure 8 as a result.

The four processes proposed in this study are used to gain important elements for tree modeling, with the exception of identifying the type of trees. Figure 8 has a random tree type because a specific tree type analysis was not conducted. Tree modeling may be improved in the future through studies on identifying the type of trees.
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